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Abstract
Because of safety, economical, and environmental reasons, the community of power systems is being working on developing a
new and clean power grid, the smart grid. Smart grid infrastructure brings together renewable energy sources with information
technology domain to ﬁnd optimal and clean power generation, storage, and consumption. The ﬁrst step in designing an intelligent
power and data infrastructure, is to model and simulate the diﬀerent components of smart grid in order to make accurate design
decisions. In this paper, a modeling and simulation approach in the Discrete EVent System Speciﬁcation (DEVS) environment
is proposed. The approach models four main components in smart grid which are: photovoltaic arrays, wind turbines, storage
devices, and load demand. Also, other components are being developed as well and will be discussed. Real wind speed and solar
radiation proﬁles were used in the simulation. The tool results of the maximum amount of stored power and the power shortage are
used to help the power system designer at a speciﬁc location in making decisions on the capacities needed for photovoltaic arrays,
wind turbines, and storage.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Conference Program Chairs.
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1. Introduction
The energy sector plays a vital role in today’s industrial and scientiﬁc development. The main energy sources that
are currently being used around the world are based on fuel and nuclear reactors. Chernobyl and Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear catastrophes that occurred in 1986 and 2011 respectively, has awakened power systems designers of safety
problems. This has urged countries like Italy and Germany to abandon nuclear power plant. Germany, Europe’s
biggest economy, has announced to entirely shut down nuclear power plants by 20221. In addition, global warming
has become a crisis causing governments to control CO2 emissions by setting rules on using fossil foil sources. These
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economical and political crises urged scientists to develop a new safe and sustainable energy resources. Hence, smart
grid concept has been proposed and power companies have started building new infrastructures for renewable energy.
Smart grid power systems integrate clean energy sources (solar panels and wind turbines) on a large scale to
generate power whenever wind speed and solar radiation are available. Since, these are not available all the time,
storing excess power in storage batteries (hydrogen, super-capacitors, electrical vehicles) is very critical to the success
of deploying such systems. Many optimality eﬀorts in generation, storage, and consumption have published such
in2,3,4,5,6.
The cost of setting up the green energy of solar photovoltaics (PV) and wind turbines is high. However, after
setting up the hybrid energy system, the cost of maintaining it is very little and very eﬃcient on the long run. Since
the sunlight and wind varies, some other forms of energy resources (such as gas, petroleum, hydrogen, bio-fuels)
can be used at low periods to avoid blackouts. Using this model, the dependency on petroleum and gas is reduced
signiﬁcantly7.
In this eﬀort, the objective is to build a modeling and simulation (M&S) environment using the Discrete EVent
System Speciﬁcation (DEVS) formalism for smart grid. This tool models the main components of the system such
as: photovoltaic arrays, wind turbines, storage, load demand, and vehicle-to-grid. The motivation behind building the
M&S environment is to help power system designers in making decisions of the smart grid system before actually
setting it up. Some decisions are, but not limited to: number and type of solar PVs, wind turbines, number of storage
elements, number of coordinators, number of grids or microgrids, decision making policies, best estimate for other
energy resources.
This work aims to build the environment using a modular design. Real data proﬁles of wind speed and solar
radiation in Jordan are used as inputs to the simulation environment in order to predict future trends and be proactive
in making decisions. For example, when there is an excess in the solar power generation during noon times, the
system should be automated to save this extra power so it can be used later to eﬃciently balance diﬀerent times of
power loads.
2. Smart Grid Characteristics
Smart grid infrastructures include power transmission lines, data communication media (wired and wireless), and
smart meters to collect statistics that are needed in optimization techniques. Two-way communication of data and
statistics are done between the diﬀerent controllers and components of the smart grid8 9. The main communication
networks in smart grid systems according to their scope and area of coverage are: Home Area Network (HAN),
Neighborhood Area Network (NAN), and Wide Area Network (WAN)10.
Power generators in smart grid include wind turbines, photovoltaic arrays, gas, and fuel. Smart grid also comes with
storage devices such as electrical vehicles, hydrogen storage, and super-capacitors. In this paper, models are used to
address the main power components. One of the challenges is that residential and business areas have a stochastic
growth by nature. This puts a challenge in modeling the load demands as it varies continuously in time. To tackle
this challenge, a modular design is implemented in this paper, where adding and removing load models are ﬂexible.
As a result, the simulation helps designers to expand the system to meet the future demands before they occur. Four
components of the smart grid are used which are:
1. Generation (hybrid including solar and wind)
2. Storage ( to store extra power)
3. Consumers ( residential and business power demands)
4. Coordinator (for decision making to fulﬁl power demands and implement optimization solutions)
3. Modeling and Simulation Components
This section provides a brief overview about DEVS models and how the smart grid modeling and simulation
environment is implemented in a modular approach.
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3.1. DEVS Formalism
The Discrete EVent System Speciﬁcations (DEVS) formalism was introduced by Bernard Zeigler in 1976. It
provides a rich environment in which a phenomena could be modeled by producing a mathematical model which in
turn can be simulated under the DEVS simulation environment11. DEVS can model discrete event systems as well as
continuous systems. Any real system (or proposed one) goes through diﬀerent states, receives inputs, produce output
(messages) to other entities, and has algorithms that decide the behavior. During the simulation, the behaviors of
models under diﬀerent possibilities can be studied to predict and optimize behavioral paradigms. Figure 1 shows the
diﬀerent components that make a system in DEVS formalism.
Fig. 1. Components and relations in DEVS modeling and simulation environment
The basic model in DEVS is the atomic model. Atomic models can be connected to produce a coupled model.
Coupled models can in turn be connected to atomic models or coupled models resulting in a hierarchical structure.
3.2. Smart Grid and DEVS M&S
Mosaik is a co-simulation framework that provides diﬀerent APIs for programmers or developers12. This work
is diﬀerent as the end users are normal people and do not need to have programming experience. The basic model
toward building a larger scale for simulating smart grid components is shown in ﬁgure 2. The models represent wind
turbines, photovoltaic arrays, load, and storage components. The coupled model consists of the following atomic
entities (models):
1. wind turbine: represents the wind turbine generator which reads data from an on-disk data ﬁle that contains the
wind speed proﬁle. The data ﬁle contains as well the generated power using a power curve. The input data ﬁle has
wind speed for one day (or more) recorded at every 10 minutes at Jordan University of Science and Technology
(J.U.S.T) campus. These data were provided by the Energy Center at the university site13. Wind turbine model
has one in-port to start generating power (reading data) and one out-port to send the power data.
2. solar PVs: represents the photovoltaic arrays (solar panels). The model reads data from an on disk data ﬁle that
contains the solar radiation proﬁle. The data ﬁle contains the generated power using the maximum power points
curve. Both the wind power curve and the maximum power points curve can change according to the real device
that is being used. The data ﬁles are independent of the DEVS-SmartGrid environment which reads the data
ﬁles on-the-ﬂy. Wind and solar proﬁles can be used in simulating millions of basic models to reﬂect residential
and commercial areas in countries and even continents. Photovoltaic arrays (PVs) model has one in-port to start
generating power(reading data) and one out-port to send power amounts.
3. load: this model represents the amount of power demand that residential and commercial consumers need at
every 10 minutes. These power demands are sent and the optimization algorithm that is implemented matches
this amount using renewable energy sources. If the amount cannot be fulﬁlled from renewable sources, electrical
utility companies provide the required power using fuel-based generators to avoid blackout. The model has one
in-port to start sending the power demands through an out-port.
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4. storage: whenever the generated power from renewable energy sources (PVs and wind turbines) exceeds the
demand, the extra power are sent to storage devices (storage batteries). The storage devices stores excess power
to be used in future times. This model has one in-port to receive excess power and one out-port to provide power
whenever it has enough storage.
5. Collector: this model is the coordinator and implements an optimization algorithm, where it collects power from
solar PVs, wind turbine, and load. At every t= 0, 10, 20, ..., it resolves the net power as depicted in equation (1).
If the net power Pnet is positive, it will be sent to the storage devices. If it is negative (shortage), it requests the
storage batteries to provide the required amount.
6. OPEntity: is the coupled model of the previously mentioned models.
Pnet(t) = Pw(t) + Ppv(t) − Pdemand(t) (1)
t = 0, 10, 20, ..., 1440
where:
Pnet: is the net power.
Pw: is the power generated from wind turbines.
Ppv: is the power from photovoltaic arrays.
Pdemand: is the power demand.
Fig. 2. DEVS M&S of Renewable Energy Sources in Smart Grid
The storage model switches between charging and discharging according to power requests (Prequired) from the
coordinator Collector model. The messages received on its in-port input can be negative or positive numbers. A
negative number is equivalent to a shortage in meeting the power demand and is interpreted as a request to the storage
device causing discharging. If it receives a negative number and it has enough power (Pstored), it replies on its out-
port by sending a message (Pout) to the Collector model with the required amount of power (0 − inputmessage). If
it receives a positive number, this is equivalent to charging by adding the received amount of power to its internal
storage. Equation (2) depicts its behavior.
Pout =
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 − Prequired, if Pstored ≥ 0 − Prequired.
Pstored, if 0 < Pstored < 0 − Prequired.
0, if Prequired > 0.
(2)
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4. Simulation and Results
The following simulation in DEVS environment used real wind speed and solar radiation proﬁles that were col-
lected at Jordan University of Science and Technology by the Energy Center on June 17th 2013. The wind power curve
and PVA maximum power points were used in calculating the generated power14. For the load proﬁle, a synthesized
load proﬁle was used in this simulation to show the proof of the concept and validate the results. The load proﬁle
represents a total of about 43180 Watt and distributed normally (Gaussian) over one day. Because of the modular de-
sign, the input to the load atomic model is ﬂexible and can be any distribution or real power demand. The simulation
was traced in steps and the validity of the computations were veriﬁed. Figure 3 shows the wind, solar, and load power
proﬁles in steps of 10 minutes. The load model provides also the capability of reading a real proﬁle which will be
used in a coming paper. As in14, the wind turbines capacity used is 850K Watt and the capacity of the photovoltaic
arrays is 1MWatt. The University of Science and Technology is in the process of building a 4M Watt photovoltaic
arrays on campus which makes 1M Watt of PVs, a reasonable capacity for a microgrid.
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Fig. 3. Proﬁles of load, wind, and solar power during one day
Figure 4.a shows the amount of power accumulated over time. The Collector model sends the net power to the
storage model at time t. The accumulated net power is the amount that was sent to the storage model from t = 0
until t. We can see that at early times of the day, the power demand was higher than the generated power resulting
in negative net power which is sent to the storage devices requesting them to provide power. The stored power at
time t = 0 is assumed to be zero. Figure 4.b shows the amount of stored power in the storage model. Up until time
t = 500, the stored power was zero. After time t = 500, the amount of generated power from wind and solar proﬁles
was higher than the demand which adds up to a maximum of stored power equals to 37696.72 Watt.
Assuming a storage of zero power at time t = 0 is actually a transient behavior. Because at the end of the day, at
time t = 1430, there is actually a storage of 31923.98 Watt that can be used at low periods of the next day. Hence,
the steady state behavior is more realistic than the transient one. This framework can be used to study the steady state
behavior when running the simulation for a period of one year as long as the one year proﬁles are available. The
maximum shortage in power was at time t = 500 with a value of 12392.74 Watt (shown as negative in ﬁgure 4). If
we assume a similar load demand, solar, and wind proﬁles on the next days, then the stored power (37696.72 Watt) in
storage batteries can easily fulﬁll this shortage.
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Fig. 4. Simulation results for accumulated and stored power at time t
5. Conclusion and future work
Modeling and simulation of smart grid infrastructure is needed in order to make accurate and correct design vari-
ables before actually setting it up. This paper has proposed a tool that consists of basic models representing wind
turbines, solar PVs, load, storage, and collector. The tool was used produce power results over one day using real
proﬁles. Because steady state analysis is more realistic, designer can use this tool to produce results over a one year
or even more as long as the proﬁles are available. We aim to address that in the near future.
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